Abstract. Recent advances in Deep Learning and probabilistic modeling have led to strong improvements in generative models for images. On the one hand, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have contributed a highly effective adversarial learning procedure, but still suffer from stability issues. On the other hand, Conditional Variational Auto-Encoders (CVAE) models provide a sound way of conditional modeling but suffer from mode-mixing issues. Therefore, recent work has turned back to simple and stable regression models that are effective at generation but give up on the sampling mechanism and the latent code representation. We propose a novel and efficient stochastic regression approach with latent drop-out codes that combines the merits of both lines of research. In addition, a new training objective increases coverage of the training distribution leading to improvements over the state of the art in terms of accuracy as well as diversity.
Introduction
Many computer vision and graphics problems can be viewed as a conditional generation problem. For example, we can imagine the appearance of a human face when we only see the shape or the keypoints of the face. Typically, this generation process is not deterministic, as the conditioning information (e.g. keypoints) is insufficient to single out a particular face. Despite the diverse scope of applications for such models, these learning problems remain highly challenging, as an efficient sampling process is required that results in accurate and diverse samples that closely mimic the true conditional distribution.
In particular, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1] have contributed in recent years to the state-of-the-art in generative models of such high dimensional output spaces -as we are dealing with in the case of images. These methods allow for sampling by a random generated latent code and the adversarial training leads to highly accurate and realistic samples. The vanilla version of these models lacks the capability for conditional sampling and these methods arXiv:1808.01121v1 The pipeline of the proposed method. We present a stochastic regression with latent dropout codes for image generation, which are fixed during training. At test time, we are able to generate more examples by providing newly sampled codes. Besides, Diversity is further improved by sampling many neighbors considering the condition input when the data distribution is dense enough. With those neighbors, we directly learn the one-to-many mapping by assigning sampled neighbors to different network branches.
are known to be notoriously difficult to train and often do not reproduce the full diversity of the training data. [2] have been introduced to model a latent code in dependence of the input and by a probabilistic formulation have shown an increased diversity in the generated samples. These models tend to be more stable to train, but still suffer from mode-mixing issues -limiting the success when conditioning data is weak. A series of Conditional GAN (CGAN) models [3] [4] [5] have been proposed that combine ideas of GANs and CVAE (bicycleGAN [4] , pix2pix [5] ) and thereby achieve some of the increased diversity of CVAE, but yet suffer from some stability problems of GANs.
Conditional Variational Autoencoders (CVAE)
In order to address the stability issues, several models have been recently presented [6] that are based on the idea of Multiple Choice Learning (MCL). In essence, this re-phrases the conditional generation problem, as a regression task with a fixed number of output samples. This greatly improves the stability of the learning, but no additional samples can be drawn and there is no latent code that represents the samples.
We present a novel solution to the conditional image generation task that is stable to train, has a latent code representation, can be sampled from and results in accurate and diverse samples. We achieve this in a stochastic regression formulation where dropout patterns are conditioned on latent codes. A new training objective increases coverage of the training distribution -resulting in accurate and diverse samples at test time. Our experimental results on two datasets show improvements in efficiency, accuracy and diversity.
Related Work
Image generation with CNNs. The most prominent approach in image generation recently is generative adversarial networks (GANs) [1] based method. In the original work of Goodfellow et al., it is used to generate digital number from random noise. Besides, GANs are extended into conditional models [3] , that generate examples conditional on the input given by users. Conditional GAN has been applied in many interesting tasks, like text-to-image synthesis [7, 8] , image generation from a normal map [9] , inpainting [10] , or image super resolution [11] . Particularly, Isola et al. [5] regarded a set of image generation tasks under the image-to-image translation framework and formulated the translation task as the optimization of combined regression and adversarial loss, and finally achieved remarkable results. Zhu et al. [4] modeled the distribution of latent variables in the image-to-image translation framework [5] for generating multimodal images.
Perceptual loss [12, 13] is another successful tool in image generation. Dosovitskiy et al. [13] combined the GAN and minimization of the activation differences in a fixed network during training to generate natural images. Except comparing the activation difference of a perceptual network, Johnson et al. [12] also computed the perceptual differences in content and style between images for image style transfer and super resolution. Recently, Chen et al. [6] proposed cascaded refinement networks (CRN) and formulated the image generation task as a regression problem in perceptual similarities. CRN gradually generates images from low resolution feature maps to high resolution ones. Therefore, CRN achieved great success in the high resolution seamless street scene synthesis from semantic labels. Diverse image synthesis & Nonparametrics. Multiple Choice Learning (MCL) [14] produces multiple structured predictions from different branches. In each iteration, only the branch with lowest loss is updated. Chen et al. [6] also generated multiple branches at the last layer of the network and applied the MCL framework on CRN to generate diverse examples. Li et al. [15] proposed a diversity loss function measuring the visual content difference of generated images in a training batch. By maximizing the visual content differences, multiple textures with same style but difference structures can be obtained with a feed-forward network.
Alternatively, nonparametric methods [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] generate a new group of images with a query image and retrieve meaningful visual content from another image database. Among them, making use of neighbors is close to our approach. Liu et al. [16] proposed a two stage approach for face hallucination where overall structure is learned with global constraints, and local constraints emit local details of faces. Hays et al. [17] presented a scene completion system that match a query image in a 2 million image set. In particular, PixelNN was proposed by Bansal et al. [20] , which is a two-step example-based image generation pipeline. They first leveraged a CNN to generate a coarse image, and then search patch level nearest neighbors with perceptual similarity [12] from the training data for replacing. By sampling different nearest neighbors, PixelNN can produce multiple diverse examples.
Differences to aforementioned works. Our method focuses on designing an efficient network and efficiently generating multiple examples. Different to [6, 14] , we enforce the one-to-many mapping to multiple branches instead of only updating one branch. In terms of network architectures, our model is able to emit more examples than the number of branches by sampling a new latent code for our dropout during test (see section 3.1). Although the recent PixelNN [20] is able to synthesize images with multiple outputs as well, a nearest neighbor search procedure is required during test, making the method less suitable for fast image synthesis. In comparison, our approach directly produces large number of images.
Method
Despite the recent progress at the intersection of Generative Adversarial Networks and Conditional Variational Autoencoders, improving stability and increasing the generated diversity are topics of ongoing research. Recent work has shown strong results for conditional image generation in a regression framework that greatly improves stability, but comes with the caveat of no latent code representation, no sampling mechanism and limited diversity in the output [6] . We seek a model that produces accurate and diverse samples, which is stable to train and provides a sampling mechanism with a latent code representation. Model: We propose an image generation system that is based on stochastic regression with latent drop-out codes as shown in Fig. 1 . While we are using stable codes to train regression formulation, we are not limiting ourselves to a fixed number of samples due to a fixed number of branches. We rather generate an arbitrary number of branches via dropout patterns derived from a random vector z. In turn, z is characteristic for each sample and acts as a latent code representation. Training: We sample a set of latent codes -each corresponding to a branch with different dropout pattern that generates one sample. We minimize our new "Neighbors enhanced loss function" which increases the coverage of the training set by those generated samples. Test: Our model can use both the above training latent codes and newly generated latent codes to produce an arbitrary number of new images. As each images is associated with a latent code, this also allows for additional manipulations like interpolation.
Stochastic Regression with Latent Drop-out Codes
Formally, given an input X, our stochastic regression model produces multiple outputs {Y i } with different dropout patterns controlled by a set of latent codes {z i } which are drawn from a random distribution. Fig. 2 shows our stochastic model, where f 1 (·) and f 2 (·) are composed of several convolution, nonlinear, pooling or up-sampling operations. Particularly, d(·) is a function transferring latent codes into binary dropout patterns for selecting features in our network. Given a latent code z i , our model can be formulated as
Hence, f 1 is shared among all branches and samples, while f 2 depends on the randomized dropout pattern. During training, we fix the latent codes z i and perform regression on the training set. Yet, in addition to using the training latent codes, we can also use a new code to generate more examples at test time.
Traditional dropout [21] randomly selects activations of a feature map for all channels and locations. This, however, does not lead to separated branches in a network. Therefore, we propose channel-wise dropout that, different to traditional dropout, selects the same features for all the locations. Different channels usually encode different kinds of visual cues like color, parts or objects as revealed in the research of understanding neural networks [22, 23] . Therefore, our model selects different visual cues for generating multiple outputs with diverse visual properties.
Consider a feature map I ∈ R C×H×W having C channels with size of H × W , the feed-forward operation of channel-wise dropout for the c-th channel at location (h, w) of the i-th latent code can be described as
where z i c is a scalar for the latent code of c-th channel, r ∈ (0, 1) is the dropout ratio, and O ∈ R C×H×W is the output of our dropout. Interestingly, we are able to perform interpolation between two generation images in the test as shown in Fig. 4 , and the interpolated output can be described as
Neighbors Enhanced Loss Function
In order to improve diversity, we propose a new Neighbors enhanced loss function that samples neighbors with respect to a condition input as shown in Fig. 1 . We leverage the sampled neighbors to encourage diversity during training. We update multiple branches for a network by assigning sampled neighbors to different branches. We first describe a simpler loss function based on the best neighbor (similar to MCL [14] ) and then our Neighbors enhanced loss function for increased diversity. Best neighbor loss. With our stochastic model formulated in Eq. 1, the scheme generates n hypotheses {f 2 (f 1 (X), d(z i ))|i = 1, 2, ..., n} from the same input X. A simple version would only update the best branch which has the smallest loss. Formally, such a loss function for a batch
where l(·) is a L1-based perceptual loss in this paper, defined in Eq. 6, and
., N } and n network output hypotheses {f i (X 0 )|i = 1, ..., n}. We design a neighbors assignment procedure to give a sampled images to one of branches as a ground truth. We assign those sampled neighbors iteratively. Ideally, we hope to assign every samples Y i to its best hypothesis f best (X 0 ) where the loss l(f best (X 0 ), Y i ) is smaller than any other hypothesis. However, there might be more than one sample assigned to the same hypothesis with this condition. To address this issue, we design several assigning rules. First, Y 0 is supposed to assign to its best branch, as (X 0 , Y 0 ) is a wellaligned data pair while others are approximations. Second, because each branch is able to has only one ground truth, we assign the sample with smallest loss if there are more than one sample for the same hypothesis. The matching is proceeded iteratively until all the sampled neighbors are assigned, and output a matching set S 0 = {(f i (X 0 ), Y j )}. After applying neighbors assignment, the neural network is optimized with standard back propagation [24] . We formulate the neighbors enhanced loss function on a batch
where S m is the matching set for m-th example in a batch. Particularly, we utilize L1-base perceptual loss [12, 13] for optimization in this paper, that is
where λ i is the loss weights and Φ i is the i-th representation form a network Φ. Our regression model applies channel-wise dropout to split the network into a multiple branches architecture. Because we apply our channel-wise dropout to select different feature maps for multiple branches, we do not have to learn separate parameters for different branches, which will not increase any model size when we increase the number of network branches. Secondly, we embed channel-wise dropout earlier instead of end of a network, which we call "early split" strategy. "Early split" is able to evolute information in a network earlier on a higher dimension, which benefits the generation of diverse examples than the "late split" as shown in Fig. 3 .
Architectures and Parameter-Sharing
When removing our channel-wise dropout, we learn separate parameters for different branches, and thus our full model degenerates to the "early split with separate parameters" setting. In that case we can only generate a fixed number of outputs and need more parameters to represent a model. Comparing to the "late split" setting, used in previous work [6] , it still has the merit that already intermediate layers contribute to generate different samples, which we show experimentally to be important to generate more diverse images.
Furthermore, our neighbors enhanced loss function can be applied to all architectures in Fig. 3 . Also, CRN [6] is a "degernated" case of our approach with deterministic late split network architecture and no neighbors considered.
Discussion
Comparison to Multiple Choice Learning (MCL). Our approach generalizes the MCL scheme [14] with sampled neighbors and stochastic regression. MCL is a kind of ensemble learning that produce multiple outputs of high quality. In MCL [14] , only one branch gets gradients to update the model. It is therefore not as efficient to learn a model due to limited parameter sharing, especially in the case of a large number of network branches to produce highly diverse examples. It also lacks the latent code representation and sampling capability.
Experimental Results
We compare our approach for conditional image generation to state of the art methods [4] [5] [6] 20] on established datasets for generating human faces from facial landmarks and animal heads from normal maps. We systematically compare three different architecture choices in Fig. 3 under different loss functions (CRN [6] , "Separate" model and latent codes based "Shared" model) along two dimensions (accuracy and diversity). We implement the proposed network using the Caffe framework [25] , and the source code is available at https://github.com/SSAW14/Image Generation with Latent Code.
Datasets and Implementation Details
Oxford-IIIT Pet [26] : It contains 3,868 images of cats and dogs with bounding boxes of animal heads. In our experiments, we use 3,000 images to train a model and 686 images to test the model, which follows previous work [20] . We first use bounding boxes to crop the animals' heads and resize them into 96 × 96 pixels. Finally, we utilize PixelNet [27] to estimate the normals. LFW [28] : We utilize the deep funneling aligned LFW dataset, and apply the peopleDevTrain/peopleDevTest split containing 4,038 and 1,711 images to train and evaluate the performance. For each image, we first employ the MTCNN [29] face detection model to extract faces. Next, we employ the TCDCN [30] extracting 68 facial landmarks for each face, and use the heat map of key points as the input of the network. For all the faces, we resize the bounding box regions into 128×128 pixels, and thus we generate 128×128 color faces from the input with size 128 × 128 × 68. Implementation details. We implement our channel-wise dropout and networks with the Caffe [25] deep learning framework. We set dropout ratio as r = 0.5 for all the channel-wise dropout in our experiments. For all models, we apply Adam [31] to optimize our models and use the "poly" learning rate policy that current learning rate is lr init × (1 − iter itermax ) power . And we set power as 0.9 and initial learning rate lr init as 1 × 10 −4 . We set max iterations number as 110,000 and 90,000 for animal head generation and face generation tasks, respectively. To have a fair comparison of separate parameters networks and shared parameters networks, we split feature representation or introduce channel-wise dropout at the same location. For CRN and our models, we generate 96× 96 images for head animal generation task, and generate 128× 128 images for face generation We will release our source code at the time of publication.
Animal Head Generation from Normal Map
In this experiment, we test three kinds of architectures: For CRN and "Separate" model, we learn a set of models with 2, 4, 8, 20, 30, 40, 50, 72 branches. Quantitative results and analysis. In terms of accuracy, we apply root mean square error (RMSE), SSIM [32] and FSIM [33] as the measurements for appearance similarity. Besides, we also evaluate the consistency of predicted normals from generated images and real images with 6 evaluation criteria following [20, 34] . We report the performance against strong competing methods pix2pix [5] , BicycleGAN [4] , PixelNN [20] and CRN [6] on the accuracy of normal prediction with generated images. For all those methods [4] [5] [6] 20] , we choose the best example among all 72 generated heads and compare results in Table  1 . We also report the performance of our final "Shared" models with different branches. We can observe that our model with 72 branches achieves best performance . And our 4 branches model also achieves better results than pix2pix [5] , BicycleGAN [4] and PixelNN [20] , and only 6% worse than CRN [6] . Next, we provide comparison plots for different architectures including CRN, our "Separate" model and our "Shared" model with channel-wise dropout as shown in Fig. 5 . In this figure, we show the best performance for all 9 evaluation metrics used in our experiments. For our "Shared" models, we use both the training latent codes and newly sampled codes to generate 100 outputs. Differently colored curves show the performance of sampling different number of examples. First, we observe that the performance of the best example gradually increases for all the architectures when the number of branches is increased. Second, we can see that the performance of our "Shared" model is better than other two when the number of branches is large, which means our models generate better results with a large number of branches even without sampling more outputs. Finally, we observe that the red, pink, blue and cyan lines always become better. This means our latent codes based regression models generate better examples with new codes, even though they have never been used during training.
To further demonstrate the overall quality of samples drawn by our models, we also analyze three plots of average performance in Fig. 6 on the appearance similarity and the consistency of normal prediction. We observe that all of our "Shared" models maintain their performance comparing to the case of using training latent codes. Besides, we also report the performance of top-10 examples comparing to the best one in Fig. 7 . This figure shows that the average performance of top-10 examples is very similar to the best number, which is another evidence for the effective sampling of our approach. Diversity analysis. To evaluate the diversity quantitatively, we compute the max distance and mean distance of all the generated images to their center, and present the comparison in the Fig. 8 . The results show that an early split improves diversity over the late split, which is used in CRN [6] . Besides, this figure also shows that our "Shared" model performs comparably to our "Separate" model, even it has smaller model size and is able to generate an arbitrary number of examples at test time. Beyond sampling, we also show in Fig. 4 interpolation results using Eq. 3. The smooth transition between the samples corresponding to z 1 and z 2 gives evidence that the latent codes indeed serves as a meaningful representation. Channel-wise dropout vs. classic dropout. Traditional dropout [21] can be also used in our architecture. However, it cannot select or reject a whole feature channel like our channel-wise dropout. We provide a comparison between our channel-wise dropout and traditional dropout in the proposed model. Fig. 9 shows some visualization results, which clearly demonstrate that channel-wise dropout successfully selects different features and then generates animals with different color, while dropout generate more similar animal heads.
Face Generation from Facial Landmarks
In this task, we generate human faces from 68 facial landmarks. For both models, we generate 10 output faces from the networks. Except evaluating on the architectures, we also test our neighbor assignment strategy for improving diversity. After acquiring neighbors, we use kmeans on HSV color space to cluster the neighbors. For each cluster, we randomly select an example as the sampled neighbor. We use L1 distance between the coordinates of two landmarks. Qualitative comparison. We show generated faces in Figure 10 . For each of the six blocks, the left two images show the facial landmarks and the corresponding image. Next to them results of pix2pix [5] , BicycleGAN [4] , CRN [6] and our "Shared" model are shown row by row. Top two blocks show "normal" case, middle blocks show landmarks of immediate difficulty and bottom blocks show the hard examples. In the top two blocks, we observe that our model is not only able to generate faces with different skin, but also to generate faces from different identity or gender, or with different local details. While the baseline CRN [6] just generates faces with very similar structure, even different colors of skin are also covered. Second, comparing to pix2pix [4] and BicycleGAN [4] , which try to apply GAN to generate realistic faces, we also generate faces with better quality. Although BicycleGAN can generate many visually realistic faces, it also generates some very poor results due to its unstable training. Finally, observing the last row, we even generate plausible faces in hard cases. Accuracy analysis. We evaluate our method and compare to pix2pix [5] and CRN [6] . For pix2pix [5] and BicycleGAN [4] , we run the code provided by authors with default settings except increase the training epochs from 200 to 300. For CRN, we use the same number of feature maps and branches to ours. For accuracy, we apply root RMSE, SSIM [32] and FSIM [33] to evaluate the appearance similarity between generated faces and ground truth faces. Besides, we also run the landmark detector [30] on the generated faces and compare the accuracy of detected landmarks and ground truth landmarks. The accuracy of landmarks is measured by the sum of distance of each predicted points to ground truth normalized by the width of the images. We report the best performance as well as average performance among 10 outputs as summarized in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we can observe that our models and CRN achieves better performance than pix2pix and BicycleGAN in all four metrics on best performance and mean performance, benefiting from the cascaded refinement network architecture and the effectiveness of perceptual loss. Comparing to CRN, the overall performance of our "Shared" and "Separate" models are comparable in four metrics. Even the quantitative performance decreases a little in SSIM and landmarks accuracy after applying neighbors enhanced loss function, the decrease is just a little and we found that our approach can generate better faces visually as shown in Fig. 10 . Diversity analysis. To quantify the measurement of diversity for multiple output from the same landmarks, we compute standard deviations of different levels of face representation from [35] and an identity embedding for face recognition from [36] . Table 3 lists the scores for competing approaches. Clearly, our "Separate" and "Shared" models achieves better diversities than CRN [6] . Besides, we also observe that the standard deviations get consistent and significant improvements for CRN, "Separate" and "Shared" models, when we apply our neighbor Table 3 . Standard deviation of the convolutional features from [35] and the identity embedding from [36] . For all the values, larger is better.
Method
Neighbors pool1 pool2 pool3 pool4 fc5 identity pix2pix [5] Fig. 11 . Accuracy-Diversity plots on LFW dataset. The diversity score is the sum of stand deviation of all the representations in Table 3 .
enhanced loss function. It clearly shows that the effectiveness of assigning sampled neighbors. Particular, recent proposed BicycleGAN model has the best score on pool 1 , pool 2 , pool 3 and identity, but the accuracy of BicycleGAN is not comparable to our generation results. More importantly, diversity and accuracy are often a trade-off. To observe this relationship clearly, we plot a accuracy-diversity scatter plot in Fig. 11 , whose top-right corner is best. It shows that our stochastic regression model and neighbors enhanced loss function both contribute to generating more diverse example while maintain a comparable accuracy.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel image generation approach, which learns to produce multiple diverse examples from a single conditional input. We have tested our method on the tasks of generating human faces from facial landmarks and animal heads from normal maps. Based on a series of ablation studies and comparisons with state-of-the-art image generation frameworks, we demonstrate the effectiveness of enforcing diversity by sampling neighboring examples, and efficiency of our network architectures by introduce channel-wise dropout to randomly select feature maps to generate accurate and diverse images of various styles and structures.
